In this paper we analyze three well-known preprocessors for Max-SAT. The first preprocessor is based on the so-called variable saturation. The second preprocessor is based on the resolution mechanism incorporated in modern branch and bound solvers. The third preprocessor is specific for the Maximum Clique problem and other problems with similar encoding in WCNF such as minimum vertex covering and combinatorial auctions. Our experimental investigation is divided in two parts. In the first part, we study the effect of the preprocessors on several problem instances using different metrics. In the second part, the effect of each preprocessor is analyzed in some of the most relevant Max-SAT local search algorithms of the literature including Gsat, Walksat, Adaptnovelty+, Irots and Saps. Results indicate that some of these algorithms find much better solutions after the preprocessor. Furthermore, some preprocessed instances can be solved to optimality with local search under very specific conditions.
Introduction
The Satisfiability problem in propositional logic (SAT) is the task to decide whether a given propositional formula has a model. Max-SAT is the optimization variant of SAT and it can be seen as a generalisation of the SAT problem. Given a propositional formula in conjunctive normal form (CNF), the objective of the unweighted Max-SAT problem is to find a variable assignment that maximizes the number of satisfied clauses. In weighted Max-SAT, each clause has an associated weight and the goal turns into maximizing the sum of the weights of the satisfied clauses.
In this paper we focus on weighted Max-SAT which is a well-known NP Hard problem [32] . It is considered one of the fundamental combinatorial optimization problems and many important problems can be naturally expressed as Max-SAT. They include academic problems such as Max-Cut or Max-Clique, and real problems in domains like routing [46] , bioinformatics [40] , scheduling [45] , probabilistic reasoning [33] and electronic markets [36] . Search methods for Max-SAT solving are usually classified in two categories: systematic and local search. Systematic search algorithms are exact methods that traverse the whole search space of a problem instance in a systematic way. Note that finding the optimal solution or proving that no solution exists is guaranteed. This property of systematic search is called completeness. On the other hand, local search is a heuristic method that initially selects a point of the search space, and moves from the current solution to a neighbour candidate. Local search solvers stop the exploration when a solution is found or as soon as some resource has been exhausted (i.e. a time limit or a maximum number of steps). Typically, local search solvers are incomplete and they do not guarantee to find a solution neither to prove its optimality.
An alternative way to solve problems is inference. The aim of inference is to make explicit some implicit information from the problem instance. Algorithms purely based on inference are complete as systematic search. However, they are usually prohibitive because of their high memory requirements [35] . In practice, limited forms of inference are applied inside search algorithms in order to reduce the search space.
Recently, a general inference mechanism for Max-SAT, denoted as resolution rule for Max-SAT, has been introduced [7, 22] . This rule which extends classical resolution [11] is sound and complete. The novel resolution rule for Max-SAT is widely used to boost systematic search algorithms [22, 18, 26] .
The use of inference in local search has been restricted to the classical resolution rule and the SAT problem [9, 13, 2] . However, the benefits of the new inference mechanisms for Max-SAT are unexplored in the field of local search. In this paper, we propose to study three different resolution-based preprocessors and to analyze their effect on several local search algorithms.
The first preprocessor is based on variable saturation (i.e. variable elimination) [3] . Basically, it eliminates one-by-one a subset of variables that satisfy a certain condition. The second preprocessor is similar to the limited inference applied at each search step of a systematic search algorithm in [18, 26] . The third one is a slightly modified version of the preprocessor presented in [16] which exploits the particular structure of specific problems.
We performed an exhaustive experimental investigation. Unlike most previous works in the area, we have considered a large set of different benchmarks and local search algorithms. Our experimental investigation is divided in two parts. In the first part, we study the effect of each preprocessor on the problem instances using different metrics. In the second part, the effect of each preprocessor is analyzed in some of the most relevant local search algorithms in the literature. As a result, we have determined which preprocessors are effective in practice and which local search algorithms are more sensitive to inference.
Finally, we observed that some difficult instances in the literature such as [47] can solved to optimality with a local search algorithm after being preprocessed with a slightly modified version of the preprocessor presented in [16] . As far as we know, it is the first time that the optimal solution is found and certified for all these instances.
The structure of this paper is the following. Section 2 introduces preliminary notation and concepts about Max-SAT. Sections 3, 4 and 5 present the different preprocessors. Section 6 includes the experimental investigation. Section 7 shows how some problem instances can be solved to optimality within a SLS algorithm. The related work is discussed in Section 8. Finally, Section 9 presents some concluding remarks and points out our future work.
Preliminaries
In this Section we present the basic concepts needed for this paper. First, we formally introduce the Max-SAT problem and its related notation. Then, we present current complete and incomplete approaches to solve the Max-SAT problem.
Notation and Definitions
We define X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n } as the set of Boolean variables. A literal is either a variable x i or its negationx i . The variable to which a literal l refers is denoted by var(l). Given a literal l, its negationl isx i if l is x i and it is x i if l isx i .
A clause C is a disjunction of literals. Hereafter, capital letters will represent clauses. The size of a clause, noted |C|, is the number of literals that it has. The set of variables that appear in C is noted var(C). A positive (negative) clause has all the literals in the positive (negative) polarity.
An assignment is a set of literals A = {l 1 , l 2 , . . . , l k } such that for all l i ∈ A, its variable var(l i ) = x i is assigned to value true or f alse. If variable x i is assigned to true , literal x i is satisfied and literalx i is falsified. Similarly, if variable x i is assigned to f alse , literalx i is satisfied and literal x i is falsified. If all variables in X are assigned, the assignment is called complete, otherwise it is called partial. An assignment satisfies a literal iff it belongs to the assignment, it satisfies a clause iff it satisfies one or more of its literals and it falsifies a clause iff it contains the negation of all its literals. The empty clause noted has no literals (size 0) and cannot be satisfied by definition. If a clause is falsified by an assignment, the clause is conflicting and it can be represented using the empty clause.
A weighted clause is a pair (C, w), where C is a clause and w is the cost of its falsification, also called its weight. Many real problems contain clauses that must be satisfied. We call these clauses mandatory or hard and we associate to them a special weight ⊤. Note that any weight w ≥ ⊤ indicates that the associated clause must be necessarily satisfied. Thus, we can replace w by ⊤ without changing the problem. Consequently, we can assume all weights in the interval [0..⊤]. Non-mandatory clauses are also called soft clauses. A weighted formula in conjunctive normal form (WCNF) F is a set of weighted clauses.
A model is a complete assignment that satisfies all mandatory clauses. The cost of an assignment is the sum of weights of the clauses that it falsifies. Given a WCNF formula, Weighted Max-SAT is the problem of finding a model of minimum cost. Note that if a formula contains only mandatory clauses, weighted Max-SAT is equivalent to classical SAT. If all the clauses have weight 1, we have the (unweighted) Max-SAT problem. Hereafter, we will assume weighted Max-SAT.
A weighted formula F ′ is a relaxation of F (noted F ′ ⊑ F ) if the optimal cost of F ′ is less than or equal to the optimal cost in F (non-models are considered to have cost infinity). Two weighted formulas F ′ and F are equivalent (denoted as F ′ ≡ F) if F ′ ⊑ F and F ⊑ F ′ .
Let u and w be two weights. Their sum is defined as, u ⊕ w = min{u + w, ⊤} in order to keep the result within the interval [0..⊤]. If u ≥ w, their subtraction is defined as,
Essentially, ⊖ is similar to the usual subtraction with the exception that ⊤ is an absorbing element.
The De Morgan rule [22] cannot be used in Max-SAT. Instead, the following rule should be repeatedly used until the conjunctive normal form is achieved:
(A ∨ l ∨ C, w) ≡ {(A ∨C, w), (A ∨l ∨ C, w)} If a formula contains clauses (C, u) and (C, v), they can be replaced by (C, u ⊕ v) (Aggregation). If a formula contains the clause (C, 0), such clause can be removed. The empty clause may appear in a formula. If its weight is ⊤, i.e. ( , ⊤), it is clear that the formula does not have any model. If its weight is w, i.e. ( , w), the cost of any assignment will include that weight, therefore w is an obvious lower bound of the formula optimal cost.
Following [22] , the resolution rule can be extended from SAT to Max-SAT as,
where m = min{u, w}. The identification of mandatory clauses with ⊤ allows to extend some well-known simplification rules from SAT to Max-SAT such as the subsumption {(A, ⊤), (A ∨ B, w)} ≡ {(A, ⊤)} or unit propagation. Unit propagation for Max-SAT [22] can be applied as in SAT [11] only when unit hard clauses exist on the formula. Given a unit hard clause (l, ⊤), literal l is propagated which means that it is assigned accordingly to satisfy the clause. This assignment can falsify literals in other clauses that may become also hard unit clauses. The procedure is repeated until no more hard unit clauses are generated or until a conflict is detected (i.e. a hard clause is falsified).
Background
In this Section we describe the existing approaches based on search and inference for Max-SAT solving.
Max-SAT solvers based on systematic search apply a natural extension of the backtracking algorithm [6] to handle optimization problems called Branch and Bound (BB). Two values are computed during the exploration:
• The upper bound (ub) is the sum of weights of the falsified clauses by the best complete assignment found so far.
• The lower bound (lb) is the sum of all the falsified clauses by the current partial assignment plus an underestimation of the weight of the clauses that will become unsatisfied by extending the current partial assignment.
The lb and ub significantly reduce the search space by pruning useless regions when lb ≥ ub.
Modern Max-SAT solvers [26, 22, 18, 28] improve the lower bound by applying a limited number of Max-SAT resolution steps during the search. Regarding incomplete methods, many Stochastic Local Search (SLS) methods have been proposed for SAT. The main drawback of SLS algorithms is that they usually fall in local minima, that is, areas of the search space where no improvements can be reached.
Gsat [38] was one of the first local search methods for SAT. The algorithm starts by assigning a random Boolean value to each variable. If the assignment satisfies all clauses, the algorithm terminates, returning the assignment. Otherwise, GSAT flips the variable (i.e. the value of such variable is changed from true to f alse or vice versa) that minimizes the total number of unsatisfied clauses. Later, major improvements were obtained with the development of the Walksat architecture [37] and its variants. Basically, the difference appears on the selection of the variable to flip. At each search step, the Walksat algorithm chooses a currently unsatisfied clause and then flips a variable occurring in this clause. Further research on the Walksat architecture resulted in the introduction of sophisticated schemes for selecting the variable to be flipped.
Other methods based on Stochastic Local Search (SLS) have been also proposed for SAT. They have been extended to unweighted Max-SAT by keeping track of the best solution found so far in the search process. Similar methods have been developed directly for unweighted and, in particular, weighted Max-SAT. Current SLS algorithms include other techniques based on Dynamic Local Search (DLS), tabu search and iterated local search. Dynamic Local Search is based on the idea of modifying an evaluation function in order to prevent the search from getting stuck in local minima [43] . Tabu search stores in a (tabu) list the most recent assignments in order to avoid revisiting them. Good performance was reported for Reactive Tabu Search (H-RTS), a tabu search that dynamically adjusts the tabu list size on unweighted Max-SAT instances [5] . Iterated Local Search (ILS) consists in alternating between local search and perturbation phases which are designed to take the search away from the local minima reached by the subsidiary local search procedure. For instance, ILS [50] uses a local search algorithm based on 2 and 3-flip neighbourhoods.
The use of inference in local search is restricted to the classical resolution rule and the SAT problem. In [9] a restricted form of resolution procedure is presented, which adds new clauses based on unsatisfied clashing clauses at the local minima. More recently in [13] , authors implemented the same idea along with other techniques in a complete local search solver. Finally, authors in [2] improved the performance of modern SLS solvers for SAT with a resolution-based preprocessor.
In this paper, we will study the effect of existing preprocessors on different SLS algorithms that include all the described techniques. In particular, we considered the following algorithms: Gsat [38] , Walksat [37] , Adaptnovelty+ [19] (a Walksat variant), Irots [39] (it applies tabu search and iterated local search) and Saps [43] (a dynamic local search algorithm).
Variable Saturation Preprocessor
The preprocessor introduced in this Section is similar to the one in [3] . It is based on Max-DP [7, 22] which is a complete inference algorithm for Max-SAT. Max-DP is an extension of the Davis and Putnam algorithm [11] for Max-SAT. It is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The main difference between them is that Max-DP performs the resolution rule for Max-SAT instead of the classical resolution. At each recursive call Max-DP applies simplification rules such as subsumption, aggregation and unit propagation (line 12).
Then, variables are selected according to some heuristic and eliminated one-by-one (lines 15 -16) until the empty formula or an empty clause is obtained (lines 13 -14) .
Function VarElim performs the elimination (or saturation) of a variable x i from the formula F. First, function VarElim computes the bucket of x i , noted B, which contains the set of clauses containing variable x i . Then, each clause (x i ∨ A, u) ∈ B is selected (line 4) and it is resolved iteratively with all its clashing clauses (line 5). Resolvents are added to the weighted formula F while compensation clauses are added to the current bucket B (lines 6 -10) . This process stops when the weight u of the clause (x i ∨ A, u) decreases to 0 or no clashing clauses exist.
Solving a Max-SAT instance by successively eliminating all the variables is not competitive as we will see in the experimental results. In [3] the number of variables to be eliminated is restricted given a parameter K and considering the constraint graph of the problem instance and the degree of each a variable.
Let us define constraint graph and degree of a variable to further explain the variable saturation preprocessor. In a constraint graph, the nodes represent the Boolean variables occurring in the problem instance, and an edge is added between two vertices if the variables of the vertices occur in the same clause. The degree of a variable x i is the number of adjacent nodes of the variable x i in its constraint graph.
The Variable Saturation Preprocessor [3] is shown in Algorithm 2. The algorithm is similar to Max-DP. The main differences are:
• The preprocessor returns two possible results: a natural number N if all variables have been successfully eliminated or a formula F if only a subset of variables have been eliminated.
• The preprocessor selects a variable x i with degree smaller or equal to K (lines 4-5).
• The degree of the selected variable x i limit the number of steps of the preprocessor. The idea is to saturate variables in which the application of variable saturation is not very costly in terms of time and space. Therefore, if the degree of variable x i is smaller or equal to K, the variable x i is eliminated (line 6), otherwise the current formula is returned (line 7) and the algorithm stops.
Unit Propagation Preprocessor
The objective of the Unit Propagation (UP) Preprocessor is to derive new empty clauses ( , w) through a resolution process similar to the one proposed in [18] (See Algorithm 3). Initially, UP-Preprocessor replaces each occurrence of (l, u) and (l, w) by (l, u ⊖ m), (l, w ⊖ m), ( , m) with m = min{u, w} (line 9).
Then, UP-Preprocessor executes a simulation of unit propagation (labelled as SUP in lines 10 and 15) to find a conflicting clause. The simulation considers the soft clauses as hard and, consequently, their weights are omitted during the resolution (line 1). The SUP procedure uses a modified FIFO (First In First Out) queue Q to store all unit clauses (line 2). Q is a non-standard queue to handle literals pending of propagation. Unlike classical queues where after fetching an element, it is removed, here the element is only marked as explored. Hence, Q contains the already propagated literals and the pending ones. Moreover, each literal l in Q is associated with the original clause that caused its propagation and it is called the reason of l.
While non-propagated literals exist in Q (line 3), the oldest non-propagated literal l is extracted from Q and it is marked as propagated (line 4). Then, all clauses containingl are traversed checking if they become falsified or unit (line 5) . If one of the clauses becomes a unit clause q, it is enqueued in Q to be propagated later (line 6). The procedure iterates until:
• A conflicting clause is found (line 7) and the current state of the Q queue is returned.
• There are no more literals to propagate and an empty queue is returned (line 8) which means no conflict was found.
If SUP yields a conflict (line 7), it means that there is a subset F ′ of clauses that cannot be simultaneously satisfied. F ′ can be determined using the information provided by Q. Since F ′ is unsatisfiable, the empty clause can be derived from F ′ via resolution. Such resolution process is called a refutation. A refutation for an unsatisfiable clause set F ′ is a resolution refutation tree (or simply a refutation tree) if every clause is used exactly once during the resolution process.
The BuildTree process builds the refutation tree from the propagation queue Q (line 12) as follows: let C 0 be the conflicting clause. Reasons associated to literals in Q are traversed in a LIFO (Last In First Out) fashion until a clashing clause D 0 is found. Then resolution is applied between C 0 and D 0 , obtaining resolvent C 1 . Next, the traversal of Q continues until a clause D 1 that clashes with C 1 is found, giving resolvent C 2 and the process iterates until the obtained resolvent is the empty clause .
If we take into account again the weights of the clauses and actually apply Max-SAT resolution as dictated by Υ, it will produce a new clause ( , m), where m is the minimum weight among all the clauses in the tree Υ (line 13). It is important to remark that at each step in the Max-SAT resolution process we do not consider the minimum weight of each pair of clashing clauses but rather the minimum of all the clauses in the resolution tree. This is why m is passed as a parameter in line 14.
Before the UP-Preprocessor, Probing [25, 18] is also applied in order to generate unit clauses. The idea is to temporarily assume that l is a unit clause and then simulate unit propagation (i.e., execute SUP()). If unit propagation does not derive a conflict, no action is carried out. Otherwise, we build the resolution tree Υ from the propagation queue Q. If all the clauses in Υ are hard, we know thatl must be added to the assignment. Otherwise, we can reproduce Υ applying Max-SAT resolution with the weighted clauses and derive a unit clause (l, m) where m is the minimum weight among the clauses in Υ. Having unit soft clauses upfront makes the future executions of UP-Preprocessor much more effective in the subsequent search. Besides, if we derive both (l, u) and (l, w) we can generate via resolution a new empty clause ( , min{u, w}).
Observe that subscripts α, β, γ, δ, ǫ and ϕ are used to identify clauses. We note l(α) as the reason α associated to literal l. Initially, queue Q is empty Q = [ ]. Hereafter, symbol inside Q separates propagated literals from non-propagated literals. The steps of the UP-Preprocessor onto the formula F are described next:
• Apply SUP. Initially, the unit clause α is enqueued producing
. Literal x 4 is propagated and clause δ becomes unit, producing
After that, literal x 2 is propagated and clause ǫ is found to be conflicting.
• Build the refutation tree. Starting from the tail of Q the first clause clashing with the conflicting clause ǫ is δ. Resolution between ǫ and δ generates the resolvent x 1 ∨x 2 ∨x 4 . The first clause clashing with x 2 is γ, producing resolvent x 1 ∨x 4 . The next clause clashing with x 4 is β and resolution generates x 1 . Finally, we resolve with clause α and we obtain the empty clause .
• Apply Max-SAT resolution. We apply Max-SAT resolution as indicated by the refutation tree computed in the previous step. The resulting formula
Clique Preprocessor
In this Section we present a preprocessor which can be applied on problems with a very specific structure. We refer to these problems as binary unate covering problems (BUCP). First, we introduce the BCUP which is mainly composed by a set of hard binary clauses and a set of soft unit clauses. Next, two resolution-based rules, the Star and the Unit Rule, are presented. Finally, the preprocessor particularly suitable for binary unate covering problems is described. We will refer to it as Clique Preprocessor (Cl) because the initial application was intended for the Maximum Clique problem [16] .
Binate, Unate and Binary Unate Covering Problem
Following [34, 10] , consider a problem instance P of the form minimize n j=1 c j · x j subject to A · x ≥ b, x ∈ {0, 1} n where c j is a non-negative integer cost associated with variable x j , 1 ≤ j ≤ n and A·x ≥ b, x ∈ {0, 1} n denote the set of m linear constraints. If every entry a ij with 1 ≤ i ≤ m and 1 ≤ j ≤ n in the (m x n) matrix A is in the set {−1, 0, 1} and b i = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, then P is an instance of the binate covering problem (BCP). Differently, if every entry a ij in the matrix A is in the set {0, 1}, then P is an instance of the unate covering problem (UCP). Finally, if P is a unate covering problem and ∀ m i=1 n j=1 a ij = 2, that is, each linear constraint involves exactly two different variables, the problem P is an instance of the binary unate covering problem (BUCP).
The binary unate covering problem can be reformulated as a weighted Max-SAT problem.
• For each linear constraint i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m that involves variables x i and y i , a new binary hard clause (x i ∨ y i , ⊤) is added.
• The objective function is transformed into a set of weighted soft clauses. Each term c j · x j becomes a new soft unit clause (x j , c j ).
In other words, the Max-SAT reformulation of the binary unate covering problem consists in a set of binary hard clauses and a set of soft unit clauses. Observe that prominent optimization problems can be modelled as instances of the binary unate covering problem such as the Maximum Clique, Maximum Independent set, Minimum Vertex Covering and Combinatorial Auctions, among others.
Star Rule
The Star Rule [1, 22, 16] can be used to create new empty clauses from a long clause and a set of appropriate unit clauses.
where m = min{w 0 , w 1 , ..., w k }. Note that the Star Rule generates a new empty clause and it is extremely effective when a large number of unit clauses are available.
Example 2 Consider the initial formula {(x 1 ∨x 2 , 1), (x 1 , 1), (x 2 , 1)}. This example shows each step of resolution needed to obtain the same result provided by the Star Rule. First, the resolution rule is applied between the first and the third clauses and the formula {(x 1 ∨ x 2 , 1), (x 1 , 1), (x 1 , 1)} is obtained. Finally, the resolution rule between the second and the third clauses produces {(x 1 ∨ x 2 , 1), ( , 1)}.
Unit Rule
The Unit Rule [16] can be used to create new unit clauses from a long clause and a set of appropriate binary hard clauses. Given a subset of variables {x i1 , x i2 , . . . , x ik , x j } ⊆ X, consider the following subset of binary hard clauses:
The Unit Rule has the form:
This example shows each step of the resolution needed to obtain the same result provided by the Unit Rule. First, the resolution rule between the first and the second clauses is applied and the formula {(
The application of the resolution rule between the first and the last clauses produces {(
The Preprocessor
In this Section, we present the Clique Preprocessor that exploits the synergy between the Unit and the Star Rule. The Unit Rule generates unit positive clauses from negative clauses and binary positive hard clauses. These unit clauses are used by the Star Rule which transforms them into empty clauses. The preprocessor works in an on-demand fashion: it triggers the Unit Rule only if it is guaranteed the subsequent execution of the Star Rule. Before introducing the details of the preprocessor, we present a useful definition.
Observe that we can always apply the Unit Rule to a clause C unit-related with respect to a literal x in order to generate a new positive unit soft clause (x, w). The basic idea of the preprocessor is to generate the appropriate unit clauses with the Unit Rule so that we can apply the Star Rule later in order to produce an empty clause. Note that, the final objective is to increase as much as possible the weight of the empty clause.
The preprocessor is shown in Algorithm 4. It iterates over all the negative clauses (line 2). For each negative clause (C, w 0 ) the algorithm searches for one unit clause for each literal in C. To do so, for each literal l i in C the algorithm seeks a clause (C ′ , w i ) unitrelated with respect to l i (i.e. (C ′ , w i ) l i ) and stores it in the structure S. Note that
Insert new resolvents on F ;
all the negative clauses inserted in S must be different, and they must be also different from the initial (C, w 0 ) (lines 3-6). If a unit-related clause is found for each literal in C (line 7), the algorithm applies the two simplification rules. First, for each pair in structure S, it applies the Unit Rule in order to create the necessary unit clauses (lines [8] [9] . Once all unit clauses have been generated, the algorithm proceeds to apply the Star Rule (line 10). The presented preprocessor is similar to the algorithm presented in [16] with two slight differences. The first one is that the algorithm is applied until quiescence (line 1). In other words, the algorithm is repeated until there is no more increments on the empty clause. The second one is that the algorithm shows explicitly that new resolvents are added to the formula (line 11). This point will become relevant in the experimental investigation (See Section 6.4).
Recall that this preprocessor is focused to problems that contain basically negative soft units and positive hard binary clauses in the original formula (the other clauses are ignored by the algorithm). Therefore, one can easily see that, at any point of the execution of Algorithm 4, each negative clause (C, w) is in F because either (i) (C, w) is an initial unit soft clause in F or (ii) (C, w) was generated by some application of the Unit Rule. This observation leads to the following lemma.
Lemma 1 Within the Clique preprocessor, all the compensation clauses in F generated by the Star Rule are subsumed by binary hard clauses in F.
Proof 1 Suppose that the Star Rule is applied to an arbitrary subset of clauses in F:
The resulting empty clause and resolvent clauses are {( , m), (x i1 ∨x i2 ∨ ... ∨x ik , m)} while the compensation clauses are
Observe that (x i1 ∨x i2 ∨ . . .x ik , m) ∈ F because the following set of Unit Rules were applied (in reverse order):
Moreover, note that:
• The set Bin(x i1 , x i2 , x i3 ) subsumes all compensation clauses (x i2 ∨x i3 ∨ · · · ∨x ik , m).
• . . .
• The set Bin(x i1 , x i2 , . . . , x ik−1 , x ik ) subsumes the compensation clause (x ik−1 ∨x ik , m).
Hence, we can conclude that the sets of binary clauses used at each application of the Unit Rule are enough to subsume all the compensation clauses produced by the initial Star Rule.
Next, a small example of both rules working together is presented.
Example 4 Consider the formula
A possible execution of the algorithm applies the following transformations:
• The Unit Rule is applied to {(
Then, the Star Rule is applied to {(x 1 , 1), (x 1 , 1)} and they are replaced by ( , 1).
• The Unit and Star Rules are applied to {(x 3 , 1), (x 4 , 1), (x 3 ∨ x 4 , ⊤)} and they are replaced by {(
• The Unit and Star Rules are applied to {(x 5 , 1), (x 6 , 1), (x 5 ∨ x 6 , ⊤)} and they are replaced by {(
The current formula is
Observe that the unit propagation preprocessor is able to obtain a similar empty clause and formula until this point but it cannot derive more empty clauses because no unit clauses are available.
The Clique preprocessor continues:
• The Unit Rule is applied to {(x 3 ∨x 4 , 1), (x 1 ∨x 3 , ⊤), (x 1 ∨x 4 , ⊤)} and they are replaced by {(
• The Unit Rule is applied to (x 5 ∨x 6 , 1), (x 2 ∨ x 5 , ⊤), (x 2 ∨ x 6 , ⊤) and they are replaced by {(x 2 ∨x 5 ∨x 6 , 1), (x 2 ∨ x 5 , ⊤), (x 2 ∨ x 6 , ⊤), (x 2 , 1)}.
• The Star Rule is applied to {(x 1 ∨x 2 , 1), (x 1 ∨ x 2 , ⊤), (x 1 , 1), (x 2 , 1)} and they are replaced by {(
The resulting formula is
The above paragraphs and examples are focused on the description of the algorithm associated to the U P and Clique preprocessors. Hereafter, we highlight their effect on the resulting formula for the binary unate covering problem. In particular, we compare the original and the resulting formula after executing Unit Propagation and Clique preprocessors.
Remark 1
The original encoding of the binary unate covering problem contains a large set of binary hard clauses (x i ∨ y i , ⊤) and a set of soft unit clauses (x j , w j ).
When the U P preprocessor is applied to the binary unate covering problem, it is able to detect several small inconsistent subsets involving two unit soft clauses (i.e. (x i , w) and (ȳ i , v)) and a hard clause (x i ∨ y i , ⊤). As a result, a new empty clause is produced and new binary soft clauses are added.
Remark 2
The resulting formula after the U P preprocessor contains a large set of binary hard clauses (i.e. (x i ∨ y i , ⊤)), a set of binary soft clauses (i.e. (x i ∨ȳ i , w)) and an empty clause. If the weight of the original unit soft clauses are not consumed during the preprocessor, it may also contain original soft unit clauses with a smaller weight. U P preprocessor may generate larger soft clauses but it is unusual.
The main difference of the U P preprocessor and the Clique preprocessor is that the later is able to detect inconsistencies involving larger soft clauses rather than only unit soft clauses. This is the main reason why the Clique preprocessor obtains empty clauses with higher weights as we will see in the experimental investigation.
Remark 3
The resulting formula after the Clique preprocessor contains a large set of binary hard clauses (i.e. (x i ∨ y i , ⊤)), a set of large soft clauses (i.e. (x i1 ∨x i2 ∨x i3 ∨ · · · ∨ x in , w)) and an empty clause. If the weight of the original soft unit clauses are not consumed during the preprocessor, it may also contain original soft unit clauses with a smaller weight. 
Empirical results
In this Section, we present the empirical evaluation of the different preprocessors. First, we describe the problem instances that were considered in our experiments. Next, we show the effect of each preprocessor in those instances. Finally, we study the performance of local search solvers with the new preprocessed instances. Preprocessors were coded in C++. All experiments were conducted on a 3Ghz Intel Pentium computer with 1GB of memory and Linux (unless differently indicated).
Benchmarks
We have considered a large set of instances of different benchmarks. These benchmarks have been used in several previous works and they have been also included on previous Max-SAT Evaluations [4, 17] . This selection will provide a large evidence of the performance of the preprocessors on problems with very different structure.
The considered problem instances can be classified as unweighted Max-SAT including Max-2-SAT and Max-Cut, binary unate covering problem reformulated as weighted Max-SAT including the Maximum Clique Problem and the Combinatorial Auction Problem and Binate Covering Problem including the Max-One Problem.
The Random Max-K-SAT Problem
Given a CNF formula, Max-K-SAT is the problem of finding a complete assignment with a maximum number of satisfied clauses. K indicates the length of all the clauses. In our experiments, we used Max-2-SAT instances with a fixed number of variables (100) and varying the number of clauses (from 300 to 1000, step 100). Note that, if we formulate the problem as weighted Max-SAT, all clauses have weight equal to 1. We generated 10 instances for each parameter combination. We used the free generator Cnfgen [44] . Note that this generator prevents duplication or insertion of complementary literals in clauses but not duplication of clauses.
The Max-Cut problem
Let be G = (V, E) a graph where V is the set of vertices and E is the set of edges defined between pairs of vertices. Given a graph G = (V, E), a cut is defined by a subset of vertices U ⊆ V . The size of a cut is the number of edges (v i , v j ) such that v i ∈ U and v j ∈ V − U . Max-Cut, which is a NP-Hard problem, consists in finding a cut of maximum size. The problem can be easily modelled as unweighted Max-SAT or weighted Max-SAT with all clauses with weight equal to 1. One variable x i is associated to each graph vertex v i . Value true (f alse) indicates that vertex v i belongs to U (to V − U ). For each edge (v i , v j ), there are two clauses (x i ∨ x j , 1) and (x i ∨x j , 1). Given a complete assignment, the number of violated clauses is |E| − S where S is the size of the cut associated to the assignment. As a consequence, the optimal Max-SAT assignment represents the optimal Max-Cut. In our experiments, we have generated Max-Cut instances from random graphs with a fixed number of nodes (60) and varying the number of edges (from 200 to 500 step 100). 10 instances were created for each parameter combination.
The Minimum Vertex Covering Problem
Given a graph G = (V, E), a vertex covering is a set U ⊆ V such that for every edge (v i , v j ) either v i ∈ U or v j ∈ U . The size of a vertex covering is |U |. The minimum vertex covering (Min-Vertex-Covering) problem consists in finding a covering of minimal size.
The minimum vertex covering problem is a well-known NP-Hard problem that can be naturally formulated as weighted Max-SAT. One variable x i is associated to each graph vertex. Value true (f alse) indicates that vertex x i belongs to U (to V − U ). There is a binary weighted clause (x i ∨ x j , ⊤) for each edge (v i , v j ) ∈ E. It specifies that at least one of these vertices must be in the covering because there is an edge connecting them. There is a unary clause (x i , 1) for each variable x i , in order to specify that it is preferred not to add vertices to U .
The Maximum Clique Problem
Given a graph G = (V, E), a clique is a set U ⊆ V such that for every vertex v ∈ U , v is connected to all the vertices in U . The size of a clique is |U |. The maximum clique problem (Max-Clique) consists in finding a clique of maximal size.
The maximum clique problem is a well-known NP-Hard problem. As noted in [12] , finding the maximum clique of a graph G = (V, E) is equivalent to find a minimum vertex covering of the complementary graphḠ. Given a graph G = (V, E), its complementary graph is denoted byḠ = (V,Ē). It is constructed with the same set of vertices V and
Hence, we can model Max-Clique problems as Minimum Vertex Covering problems over the complementary graph. Observe that the maximum size of the maximum clique is equivalent to |V |−S, where S is the size of the minimum vertex covering.
In our experiments, we considered random generated Max-Clique instances with 150 variables and varying the number of edges from a complete constrained graph to an empty graph. We generated 10 instances for each parameter configuration. See Table 6 .1.4 for details. 
Hidden Optimal Solution Problems
We also considered the instances with hidden optimal solutions presented in [48, 49] and made publicly available by professor Ke Xu [47] . Hereafter, we will refer to the instances of this problem as HOS instances. Observe that these instances are be very difficult to solve by current techniques in spite of their relative small size. The instances are available for different formats such as Pseudo-Boolean, Max-Clique or Minimum Vertex Covering Dimacs Graph and Weighted Max-2-SAT formats. However, all of them model the same problem instances. See a more detailed description of the different sets of problem instances in Table  6 .1.5. Observe that they are divided in sets from frb25 to frb59 and each set contains 5 instances. We discarded frb10 to frb20 because they are too small. HOS instances were submitted to different International Evaluations such as the Pseudo-Boolean Evaluations and Max-SAT Evaluations. Results indicated that (complete and incomplete) solvers were able to find all optimal solutions up to set frb35 and some solvers reached the optimal solution for some instances of the frb40 and frb45 sets but optimality was not certified. A recent algorithm based on iterated tabu search [31] reached better solutions in all sets, even the optimal one for some instances. But most of the instances remain unsolved. 
The Combinatorial Auction Problem
Given a set of n goods presented in an auction, the bidders generate m bids and each one is constituted by a price for a subset of goods. The Combinatorial Auction Problem consists in accepting a subset of bids such that the benefits are maximized. It is also a NP-Hard problem. Note that the same good can appear in different bids. Hence, only a bid containing each good can be accepted. We propose the following schema in order to represent this problem as a Max-SAT instance:
• We create a Boolean variable for each bid. Hence, we need m Boolean variables. If we assign to true a Boolean variable x i , it means that bid i has been accepted. Otherwise, the bid i is not selected.
• For each variable x i related to the bid i, we create a clause (x i , w i ) where w i is the price proposed by the bidder. This clause indicates that if this clause is not selected, then the benefit of its price is lost.
• We add a clause (x i ∨ x j , ⊤) for each pair of bids sharing some good. This clause avoids selecting the two bids at the same time.
Let M be the sum of the prices of all the bids. The benefit of the combinatorial auction is equivalent to M − S, where S is the cost of the optimal solution. We created combinatorial auction instances using the CATS (Combinatorial Auction Test Suite) free generator [21] .
It is able to generate problems with three different distributions: Paths, Scheduling and Regions. Each one represents the particular distribution of a real life problem. More information about the combinatorial auction problem can be found in [14] . We generated instances with a fixed number of goods and varying the number of bids. In particular, the number of goods is fixed to 60 and the number of bids varies from 100 to 120 (step 10) for each one of the three distributions. We generated 10 instances for each parameter combination.
The Max-One Problem
Given a satisfiable CNF formula, Max-One is the problem of finding a model with a maximum number of variables set to true. This problem can be encoded as Max-SAT by considering the clauses in the original formula as mandatory and adding a weighted unary clause (x i , 1) for each variable in the formula. Note that solving this problem is much harder than solving the usual SAT problem, because the search cannot stop as soon as a model is found. The optimal model must be found and its optimality must be proved. We consider random 3-SAT instances with 150 variables and the number of clauses ranging from 250 to 550. There are 10 instances for each parameter combination.
The effect of the Variable Saturation Preprocessor
In this Section the effect of the Variable Saturation Preprocessor is analyzed. In [3] , a similar preprocessor was used for systematic search for K = 6, 10 and 14. However, no detailed information was given about the selection of the value for the parameter K and the variable selection heuristic. Therefore, preliminary experiments have been performed to determine such parameters. We considered random Max-2-SAT and Max-3-SAT with a fixed number of variables and varying the number of clauses. 10 instances were considered for each parameter configuration and results are presented in plots that show average cpu time in seconds.
The original Max-DP [7, 22] , an algorithm completely based on inference, has been used to determine the best heuristic to select the variable to eliminate. Figure 1 compares three different versions of Max-DP depending on the variable selection. The first version selects variables following a lexicographical ordering while the second and third version select variables with maximum and minimum degree, respectively. The experiment considers Max-2-SAT and Max-3-SAT instances with 14 variables and varying the number of clauses. Clearly, the minimum degree ordering is the best for Max-2-SAT and slightly better for Max-3-SAT. Hence, the minimum degree ordering is selected for future experiments.
The best value for K has been determined by exploring the range of possible values from 0 to 20 using the original Max-DP in random Max-2-SAT and Max-3-SAT instances. We observed that for K = [0 . . . 8] very few variables can be eliminated. For K = [9 . . . 12] much more variables can be removed in zero time. For K > 12 the time and space required begin to be high. Observe Figure 1 and Figure 2 . Clearly, for instances with 14 variables the time begins to be high (Figure 1 ) while for instances with 16 variables the required time is excessive (Figure 2) . Hence, we only considered K = 12 and K = 14 because they offer a good trade-off between time and space. Table 6 .2 reports the effect of the Variable Saturation Preprocessor. The table summarizes the number of clauses of the original instance (Clauses) and the number of clauses after the preprocessor with K = 12 and K = 14 (Clauses K=12 and Clauses K=14 , respectively). The number of variables of the original instance (IniV ars), the number of eliminated variables for each preprocessor (V E K=12 and V E K=14 ) and the runtime in seconds (T ime K=12 and T ime K=14 ) are also summarized. The last row shows the normalized sum 2. of the results. The conclusions are detailed next:
• Random Max-Clique, HOS, Scheduling and Regions instances results are omitted.
The preprocessor on these instances produces meaningless results where practically no variable is eliminated.
• In general, the total number of eliminated variables is near to the 25% for K = 12 and 30% for K = 14. • The number of clauses increases excessively in some problems (see Max-Cut instances).
In general, we can observe an increment of 133% for K = 12 and 495% for K = 14.
• The runtime for all problems is practically zero, except for Max-Cut and K = 14. The explanation is simple. Some of the eliminated variables for the Max-Cut instances have degree 14 while in the other problem instances most of the eliminated variables have degree smaller than 14.
• In general, K = 14 removes more variables but more cpu time is required. Moreover, the resulting problems have significantly more clauses. Differently, K = 12 removes slightly less variables than K = 14 in zero time and the resulting problems have a smaller number of clauses.
The effect of the Unit Propagation Preprocessor
This Section presents the effect of the Unit Propagation preprocessor. We considered three values to analyze its effect. The first one is the weight of the empty clause ( , w) obtained by the preprocessor. Note that this weight represents a lower bound of the optimal solution. The greater its value is, the better we will consider it. The second one is the number of clauses of the resulting problem. The third one is the required time by the preprocessor. The results of the Unit Propagation preprocessor are reported in Table 6 .2. Hereafter, we will refer to Unit Propagation preprocessor as U P . First, the table summarizes the best solution obtained by the Irots algorithm (IROT S) [39] and the empty clause obtained after the preprocessor (( , w) U P ). This comparison helps to identify the proximity of the obtained lower bound from quasi optimal solutions. The table also summarizes the number of clauses of the original and the preprocessed problem (Clauses and Clauses U P , respectively), and the runtime in seconds of the preprocessor (T ime U P ). The last row shows the normalized sum of the results. Observe that: • The U P preprocessor can be applied to all problem instances. In the previous Section, we observed that several problem instances remained unmodified within the Variable Saturation preprocessor.
• The empty clause is remarkably high for all problem instances. The U P preprocessor reaches a good lower bound for all instances and they are fairly close to quasi optimal solutions (near to 59%). Recall that the weight of the empty clause in all the original instances is zero.
• The number of clauses after the preprocessor is slightly smaller compared to the original ones (2% smaller). The number of clauses only increases for some instances of the Max-2-SAT problem.
• The required time by the preprocessor is zero in all instances except for the HOS instances. 
The effect of the Clique Preprocessor
The performance of the Clique preprocessor in several sets of instances is presented in this Section. Hereafter, we will refer to the Clique preprocessor as Cl. Observe that the Cl preprocessor stores all clauses of the weighted formula in a clause list. We considered two variants of Cl based on the position where the resolvents are added in the clause list (line 11 of Algorithm 4 in Section 4). Note that the ordering in which inference is applied can produce very different results [15, 51] . The first one is called Cl+ where the resolvents are added at the beginning of the clause list. The second one is called Cl− where the resolvents are added at the end of the clause list. Note that the Cl− strategy was used in [16] . Surprisingly, we have realized empirically that the Cl+ is also a good strategy. Other strategies can be explored. However, we only considered these two antagonistic strategies for simplicity. Table 6 .3 reports the results. The table summarizes the number of clauses of the original instance (Clause), the number of clauses of each problem set after the Cl+ and Cl− preprocessors (Clauses Cl+ and Clauses Cl− ), the weight of the empty clause (( , w) Cl+ and ( , w) Cl− ) compared with the best solution of the Irots local search algorithm (IROT S), and the runtime in seconds (T ime Cl+ and T ime Cl− ). The last row shows the normalized sums. Observe that:
• Clique preprocessors only obtain empty clauses in binary unate covering problems.
Depending on the structure of the problem instance, the condition to apply the Unit and Star Rule never occurs. Hence, it has no effect on Max-2-SAT, Max-Cut and Max-One instances.
• Observe that the required time for Regions and Scheduling Cl− preprocessed instances explodes. Similarly, the number of clauses generated by Cl− is larger than Cl+. Note that soft clauses contained in such original instances have very high weights.
Therefore, we have a situation where the ordering in which inference is applied in Cl+ and Cl− produces very different results.
• The weight of the empty clause obtained by Cl preprocessors is much better than those obtained by the U P preprocessor (See Table 6 .2). In particular, they are near to 95% for Cl+ and 91% for Cl−. instances.
• There is a significant increment in the number of clauses (from 12% up to 58%).
• The main drawback is the runtime, specially for Cl−. Cl+ offers a better trade-off than Cl− between the quality of the empty clause and the runtime.
• In general, the U P preprocessor obtains a good empty clause in negligible time while Clique preprocessors obtain much better empty clause in binary unate covering problems but they require significantly more time and clauses in some problem instances.
• The weight of the empty clauses obtained by Cl+ for all HOS and some Scheduling instances is equal to their optimal solution. This observation will become relevant in Section 7.
Local Search Performance
In this Section we study how preprocessors affect the efficiency of stochastic local search solvers. We considered the following algorithms which apply most of the state-of-the-art techniques in the literature:
• Gsat (GSAT): It is a best improvement algorithm introduced in [38] . Variable selection in Gsat and most of its variants are based on the score of the variable under the current assignment. The score is defined as the difference between the number of unsatisfied clauses by the assignment obtained by flipping a variable and the number of unsatisfied clauses by the current assignment.
• Irots (IROTS): Iterated Robust Tabu Search [39] . Irots uses the Rots tabu search presented in [41] . Rots is a best improvement algorithm powered with tabu lists. Irots applies the Rots algorithm in the search and perturbation phases of an iterated local search.
• Walksat (WSAT): It was introduced in [37] . In order to choose a variable to flip, it selects a literal of a randomly chosen unsatisfied clause by the current assignment. It also applies random flips from time to time in order to avoid local minimas.
• Adaptnovelty+ (AN+): Adaptive Novelty+ [19] . It is based on the Walksat architecture and it uses a sophisticated mechanism to avoid local minima. Basically, it consists in applying a larger number of random assignments when a local minima is reached.
• Saps (SAPS): Scaling and Probabilistic Smoothing [43] . It is based on Dynamic Local Search. It alternates a search phase in which variables appearing on unsatisfied clauses are flipped and a phase in which evaluation functions are updated. The key idea is to modify evaluation functions in order to prevent the search from getting stuck in local minima.
We compared the efficiency of the above algorithms using the original problem instances and the instances resulting from the three different preprocessors. The five algorithms are implemented in Ubcsat [42] following their original form. Hence, we used the algorithms of Ubcsat in all experiments with default parameters (the default Ubcsat's cut-off is 100000 iterations). Local search algorithms are executed 100 times for each problem instance and results are average values. The performance of each local search algorithm is compared with its own performance when the algorithm is fed with the original and preprocessed instances.
Comparisons are presented in two tables with a similar structure to the results in [3, 2] :
• The first table reports results of the best solution found. The first column shows the name of the set of problem instances. The table summarizes the solution obtained by each local search algorithm with the original and the preprocessed instances. The best result for each local search solver is emphasized in bold text. The last row shows the normalized sum of the results. We emphasize best results for each local search solver in bold text, while similar (but different) performances are not emphasized.
• The second table shows the runtime in seconds required by each algorithm to solve the original and the preprocessed instances. Here, each column summarizes the average time in seconds of each set of problem instances and the last one contains the average time needed for all problems. Each row reports the average time for each local search algorithm with the original and preprocessed instances.
Variable Saturation Preprocessor.
Tables 6.5 and 6.5 present the solutions obtained by each local search algorithm within original and K = 12 and K = 14 preprocessed instances using the Variable Saturation preprocessor. Table 6 .5 presents results for Gsat and Irots and Table 6 .5 shows results for Walksat, Saps and Adaptnovelty+. Table 6 .5.1 shows the runtime. We can observe the next conclusions:
• All algorithms except Irots, report a noticeable improvement in Paths instances. Irots does not report significant improvement nor worsening.
• In general, slight improvements are detected for Walksat, Adaptnovelty+ and Saps.
• Gsat shows a global worsening of approximately 40%. The reason is because of the worse results obtained for Max-One instances, while for the other instances a slight improvement is noticed.
• The original instances can be solved in less time than the preprocessed ones. Moreover, the runtime highly depends on the value of K. In particular, a larger K implies more clauses which imply more runtime.
6.5.2 Unit Propagation Preprocessor. Table 6 .5.2 compares the solutions obtained by each local search algorithm within the original and U P -preprocessed instances. Table 6 .5.2 shows the cpu time in seconds. We observe that:
• All algorithms except Irots improve their performance. The global improvement for Gsat, Walksat, Saps and Adaptnovelty+ are 6%, 3%, 5% and 1%, respectively. No algorithm reports improvement on Scheduling instances.
• In general, the U P preprocessor helps the Walksat and Adaptovelty+ algorithms to obtain a significant improvement in all problem instances. Improvements are observed for Gsat and Saps in Max-One instances. Table 9 . Results for the Unit Propagation Preprocessor. • No significant improvement is obtained with Gsat and Irots. On the contrary, both Cl+ and Cl− preprocessed instances improve the performance of the other algorithms.
• Considering Walksat and Adaptnovelty+ algorithms, Cl+ produces the best results for HOS and Max-Clique instances, while Cl− reports slightly better results on Paths and Regions instances. The same behaviour is observed for Saps with the only difference that no improvement is found for Max-Clique instances.
• All algorithms require similar or even less runtime for Max-Clique, HOS and Scheduling instances using the Cl+ variant. • In general, all algorithms require much more runtime for Cl− preprocessed instances for Paths, Regions and Scheduling. Besides, all algorithms require more runtime for Paths and Regions using Cl+ preprocessed instances. Again, a larger number of clauses on the preprocessed instance imply more cpu time.
• Cl+ offers in general better trade-off between the quality of the solutions and runtime than Cl−.
• Global results seems to report a small improvement. However, if the best solution of individual problems is compared, Clique preprocessor produces much better results than U P preprocessor for the binary unate covering problem. 
Conclusions about the experiments
In this Section, we point out some concluding remarks about the set of experiments. Table 6.6 reports the best preprocessor for each problem and local search algorithm based on the previous experiments. We can conclude that:
• Variable Saturation preprocessor (labelled as V S in the table) reports improvements only for Gsat and Irots and for the Max-Cut and Paths instances. The best variant is with K = 14.
• Unit Propagation preprocessor (labelled as U P ) reports significant improvement in Max-2-SAT, Max-Cut and Max-One instances for Walksat, Adaptnovelty+ and Saps. In general, better solutions are obtained using the U P preprocessor. Besides, there are no significant differences in the runtime of the SLS algorithms with the original and preprocessed instances.
• Clique Preprocessor (variants labelled with Cl+ and Cl−) is suitable for the remaining problem instances (except Scheduling). Noticeable improvements for Walksat, Saps and Adaptnovelty+ have been observed.
• No preprocessor could improve the original results of the local search algorithms for Scheduling instances. The reason is simple: Local search algorithms are able to find the optimal solution quite easily within original and preprocessed instances.
• In general, we observe that Gsat and Irots are less sensitive to inference. Differently, Walksat, Saps and Adaptnovelty+ are quite sensitive.
• In general, preprocessors that generate a large number of clauses affect negatively to the performance of SLS algorithms (specially Variable Saturation and Cl−).
• After the experiments, we observed that Cl+ preprocessor returns optimal solutions for all HOS and several Scheduling instances. In the following Section, we prove empirically that such instances can be solved to optimality with a SLS algorithm.
We can conclude that Variable Saturation Preprocessor does not produce noticeable improvements while Unit Propagation and Clique Preprocessors report significant improvements for some SLS algorithms. While Variable Saturation Preprocessor is not effective in general, it should be very useful for instances in which all variables have very small degree.
Let us define two groups of SLS Algorithm: • Focused Algorithms: They select the next variable to flip occurring in an unsatisfied clause. In particular, they manage a list of the unsatisfied clauses by the current assignment. At each iteration, they randomly select a clause occurring in such list (Walksat and Adaptnovelty+) or a variable occurring in an unsatisfied clause (Saps). Hence, Walksat, Adaptnovelty+ and Saps are focused algorithms.
• Best Improvement Algorithms: They select the next variable to flip with maximal score. Gsat and Irots are best improvement algorithms.
Unit Propagation and Clique Preprocessors are specially useful for focused algorithms while they are not so good for best improvement algorithms. The application of both preprocessors produces a powerful empty clause and a different (but equivalent) problem instance. Observe that the contribution of many unsatisfied clauses is contained in the empty clause generated by the preprocessors. Hence, we conjecture that the list of unsatisfied clauses used by focused algorithms is very different when they are fed with original and preprocessed instances.
We have run a new experiment to investigate it. We modified the Ubcsat implementation to compute the average size of the unsatisfied clause list at each search step. Results are presented in Table 6 .6. It considers the Walksat algorithm, the U P and Cl+ preprocessors and a representative subset of each benchmark considered in this paper. The first column shows the name of the benchmark. The second column shows the average size of the unsatisfied clause list (i.e. the average number of clauses contained in such list) at each search step for the original instances. Similarly, the third and fourth columns report the average size of the unsatisfied clause list at each search step for the U P and Cl+ preprocessed instances, respectively. Clearly, the Walksat algorithm manages different sized unsatisfied clause lists with the preprocessed instances and this may lead to more focused and accurate selections. We obtained similar results for Saps and Adaptnovelty+.
Proving optimality
As we stated before, Cl+ preprocessor obtained an empty clause with a weight equal to the optimal solution for all HOS instances and for some Scheduling instances (sets Sched-60*). For those instances, we carried out a new experiment to prove their optimality. We also considered the combinatorial auction instances with Scheduling distribution included in [24, 21] : There are a total of 500 instances with 144 goods and 1000 bids on each instance. We will refer to them as 1k-144.
In order to prove optimality, the local search algorithm is executed with a target value equal to the weight of the empty clause (i.e. a lower bound of the optimal solution) generated by the preprocessor. The optimality is proved when the local search algorithm obtains a solution equal to the specified target value within a limit (time or number of search steps) because the lower bound is reached as the optimal solution.
Initially, a set of experiments was performed to determine the most effective local search algorithm in HOS and Scheduling original and Cl+ preprocessed instances. For Scheduling instances, all algorithms performed fairly well. For HOS instances, Gsat, Irots and Walksat were the worst options. Saps obtained good results but it was clearly improved by Adaptnovelty+ in the most difficult instances. Furthermore, Adaptnovelty+ satisfies the PAC (Probabilistically approximately complete) property [20] . An incomplete algorithm is PAC if it finds a solution of soluble instances with a probability approaching one as the run-time approaches to infinity. Hence, we have chosen Adaptnovelty+ for the entire experiment.
We also tested the MiniMaxSat [18] systematic search solver in such instances to analyze which instances can be solved by a systematic search in reasonable time (1200 seconds). MiniMaxSat was able to solve all the Sched-60* sets in less than 5 seconds, while it got stuck in most of the HOS from frb40 to frb59 and in 1k-144 instances. Table 7 summarizes the results of solving HOS instances with the original and preprocessed instances. Adaptnovelty+ was executed with a time limit of 1200 seconds and 10 runs per instance. Column P roblem indicates the name of each individual instance and column Optimal shows the value of its optimal solution. Then, the solutions reached by Adaptnovelty+ with the original instances are presented in column AN +. The following two columns represent its success ratio to reach the optimal solution (%Success) and the average time (T ime). Then, the solutions found by Adaptnovelty+ with the preprocessed instances are presented in column AN + Cl+ . Similarly, its success ratio and average time are shown in columns %Success Cl+ and T ime Cl+ , respectively. The last row shows average results. Note that the preliminary experiments of this Section and the results in Table 7 were conducted on a 3Ghz Intel Xeon computer with 4GB of memory and Linux.
Observe the results for AN +: All instances remain unsolved within the time limit. Differently, for AN + Cl+ all instances are solved in less than 1200 seconds for at least one of the ten runs except instance frb59-26-2. Adaptnovelty+ was run again for this instance to check if the optimal solution could be found without a time limit. The instance was solved to optimality in 12 hours approximately.
Within our approach, all HOS instances have been solved and their optimality is guaranteed. Hence, we can say that all HOS instances have been solved to optimality using a stochastic local search. Note that these difficult instances were submitted to several International Competitions including the Pseudo-Boolean Evaluation and Max-Sat Evaluation (See results in [47] ). Complete and incomplete solvers were able to reach the optimal solution up to some instances of the frb45 set. The other instances remained unsolved. In the recent work [31] , a novel Iterated Tabu Search (ITS) is able to reach the optimal solution for more instances or better sub-optimal solutions than previous works, but 22 instances remained unsolved. Such ITS reaches its best solutions mainly in the first second of execution time while no improvements are obtained later. Finally, the recent work [8] , done in parallel to ours, presents a specific SLS algorithm for the Maximum Clique (and Vertex Covering) Problem which is very effective in the HOS instances. In particular, it is able to reach the optimal solution for all instances. However, both [31, 8] are unable to certify the optimality. Table 7 shows the results for the Scheduling instances. Adaptnovelty+ was launched with a time limit of 10 seconds and 10 runs per instance since these instances are quite easy to solve for SLS algorithms. In particular, we focus our study on how many instances can be solved to optimality and such optimality is in addition certified.
Column Problem refers to the name of the problem set. Column #Instances refers to the number of instances for each problem set. Column T ime Cl+ refers to the average time in seconds required by the Cl+ preprocessor for all instances of each set. Finally, column #Optimality refers to the number of instances that are solved and its optimality is certified. The value inside brackets is the average time in seconds to prove their optimality. The optimality is certified for 28 of the 30 instances of the Sched-60* sets and for 118 of the 500 instances of the 1k-144 set. In fact, the optimality is certified for the 10 runs of each instance. Required time by the Cl+ preprocessor and to prove optimality are negligible for Sched-60* sets. Required times for the 1k − 144 set are also small: An average of 1,41 seconds is needed to run the Cl+ preprocessor an average of 0,15 seconds is needed to certify optimality.
Related Work
The three preprocessors presented in this paper are based on well-known limited inference methods used in systematic search algorithms [18, 16, 3] . Our current work is the first step towards the integration of inference and local search for Max-SAT.
Some relevant works exist about the integration of local search and classical resolution in SAT. Such works preserve the satisfiability of the problem instance. That is, if the input instance is satisfiable (unsatisfiable) the resulting instance of a resolution process is satisfiable (unsatisfiable). However, they do not preserve the equivalence (See Section 2) from an optimization point of view and cannot be applied directly to the Max-SAT problem. In [9] , new clauses are added during the search process. In particular, resolution is applied between a pair of unsatisfied clashing clauses at the local minima. In [13] , a local search algorithm is powered with resolution and the resulting algorithm is advocated to be complete. Finally, in [2] a preprocessor restricted to clauses of size 3 is presented. The preprocessor is shown to be very effective on quasigroup existence problems and some random and real-world SAT problems.
The Variable Saturation preprocessor was introduced in [3] and it is a restricted version of a complete inference algorithm for Max-SAT [7, 22] . The work in [3] showed that systematic search solvers boosted their performance in some problem instances after applying the preprocessor. However, limited information is detailed about the setting of some parameters of the preprocessor such as the variable selection heuristic and the limit of the number of steps. We performed several experiments in order to set the parameters properly.
The Unit Propagation preprocessor is similar to the lower bound computed by current systematic search solvers for Max-SAT. The first unit propagation-based lower bound was introduced in [27] for unweighted Max-SAT: Unit propagation is used to detect disjoint mutually inconsistent subsets of clauses. The number of inconsistent subsets is an underestimation of the cost of the solution. In [26, 22, 28] a set of resolution-based rules were introduced to transform a Max-SAT problem instance into an equivalent but simpler one. Finally, the work in [18] showed how to transform inconsistent subsets of clauses detected by unit propagation to equivalent subsets using a limited number of Max-SAT resolution steps. Our Unit Propagation Preprocessor is further enhanced with Probing [18] . In [25] probing is used to detect mutually inconsistent subsets of clauses in order to compute an underestimation of the solution. Differently, probing in [18] is used to detect mutually inconsistent subsets of clauses in order to create new unit soft clauses after a resolution process.
The Clique preprocessor was introduced in [16] for the Maximum Clique problem and we have extended its use to the binary unate covering problem. It is based on the recent Unit Rule [16] and the Star Rule. The Star Rule was introduced in [30] in a general form. It was applied as an underestimation in [1] , restricted to clauses of size 2 in [22, 26] and in general in [18] . A variant of the original Clique preprocessor returns a powerful lower bound equal to optimal solution for all HOS [49] and several Scheduling [24] instances. The resulting problem instances have been solved and their optimality has been certified by the first time with a SLS algorithm. Recall that the HOS [49] instances were used in different International Evaluations [4] and previous works [31] but most of them remained unresolved.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, three preprocessors have been presented based on the Max-SAT resolution rule. The first one is based on the well-known variable saturation algorithm [3] . The second one is based on unit propagation and it is widely used in current systematic search algorithms to boost the search [18, 26] . The third one is an extended version of the preprocessor presented in [16] to handle binary unate covering problems. We analyzed the performance of stochastic local search algorithms when they are fed with the preprocessed instances.
We observed that the variable saturation preprocessor does not report significant improvements. Besides, best improvement algorithms like Gsat and Irots are less sensitive to inference. Differently, algorithms based on the Walksat architecture like Walksat, Adaptnovely+ and Saps report significant improvements for the Unit Propagation and Clique preprocessors. Furthermore, we observed that some preprocessed instances by the Clique preprocessor can be solved with a local search algorithm to optimality when the weight of the empty clause is equal to the value of the optimal solution.
New research venues are open. First, we plan to investigate how effective could be powering local search solvers with inference not only as a preprocessor but also at each search step. Second, it would be interesting to find a heuristic method for applying the Clique preprocessor so that it returns an empty clause with a weight equal to the optimal solution more frequently as it happens for some problem instances with Cl+. The heuristic may be based on the underlying graph defined by the binary hard clauses. It may allow local search solvers to prove the optimality as we have pointed out in this paper. Finally, we would like to extend this research to problems with non-Boolean variables. For example, we can consider the WCSP framework [23] where variables have finite domains. In this context, we can study the effect of soft local consistency on existing local search solvers [29] .
